HALLUCINATIONS

1. BIND
Shake it down with a new survivor
Rest it bone in a new advisor
Rack my brain in a new involving
Pick up sticks in an older rolling
Shape that hate in a new found golden
Shame with grace with a violator
Rim that lid with a new potato
Drag my skin in an old tomato
Can’t stand living in a monster
Send me there with a purple heaven
Peel my nails with a crown eleven
Torque all pale in a beastly fashion
Melt my face hear a ghastly gnashing
Solace blue in a sparkle river
Find my hair as a mass of shivers
Can’t stand living in a monster

2. BROKEN
Reason out with symmetry
A common one is never left at home
Rest upon a nothing there
I haven’t got a haven’t care at home
Mystery in a metal way
A deviant is coming here to stay
Nothing’s gone and nothing’s bad
Symbols of a sinister away
Resting all you Midas
You might as well be there
Take it all envelope it
Dalliance and Valiums our care
Going all the rest to find
Shaking all the fine sand with care
Shameless in a bowling ball
Deeper holes were always drilled in there
Wallow in a misery
I haven’t seen a misery at home
Shape another ebony
I am just an entropy at home
Dizzy in a corner’s way
Spinning with an extra’s hairy day
Feeling all the dirty waves
Telepathic morbid haze today
Resting all you Midas
You might as well be there
Take it all envelope it
Dalliance and Valiums our care
Going all the rest to find
Shaking all the fine sand with care
Shameless in a bowling ball
Deeper holes were always drilled in there

3. CHARITY
Shiny shiny falling down to meet upon
Shiny shiny falling down to sea
Visiting and nothing isn’t Hannibal
Elephants are tumbling over me
Realize that none of this is happening
Realize that nothing’s gone to sea
Followers there’s nothing really right with him
Carthage conquers Rome was not to be
Way along the sunshine
Way along the beach
Way along the mountains
Wave goodbye to peace
Shiny shiny all along the danger now
Shiny shiny charity is fame
Shimmering along the sunlit boulevard
Shimmering the shields of all the vain
Fall and die with seasons in the chemistry
All in time we celebrate your name
Pretty pretty lights are in the sunshine
Pretty pretty dreams are all but gone
Way along the sunshine
Way along the beach
Way along the mountains
Wave goodbye to peace

4. MASTER
Reason is fall away
I follow in the footsteps of gone
Reasoning fall away
I see it now is going going going
Reasoning follow me
There always is a nothing in this state
Hold down you must go down
I live to see the coming of his ways
Leave it’s time again
Weighted down again
Real life
Holding me
Leave alone

5. PLUNGE
Feed the ship begin the daytime
Rack the slippers in the hall
Seek them all within the nighttime
Kill your brother here’s the fall
I don’t know what you love to be and
I don’t know what you hold in your season
In an element of the daytime fall
I don’t hold it anymore
All the creatures of the daytime
Slowly make their way up here
Give a holler it is night time
They will crawl inside my ear
I don’t know what you will bring along
I don’t know what you’ve been living on
Find the wall inside the deeper mission
Pile upon a million stones
Ring the bell into it’s pieces
Rend them all to tiny me
Grind them all to smaller pieces
Grind them all that you can see
I don’t know what you’ve been thinking of
I don’t know what you can see
Ride in another vision
Ride the horse all over me

6. ROAMING
Swept under rocks the politician’s magazines
Go find another finer race and cower in the stream
Rolling with intolerance a psychedelic wave
But I’m tolerant you say you say you say
While you’re home you camouflage your name
You set upon a poison apple laced with Novocaine
You said, you said a melting of a scene
Rush it down, rush it down
Feels like going on a mission
Colored lights are flying in the skies of amber green
Feel it in the speckled skins of trout you’ve never seen
Touch the slippery lips of God who looks down from the sky
A festival, a festival I lie, I lie
Spinning wheels will magnify the swelling in my head
Like an open scanner it will tell me if I’m dead
The call, the call, the cackling of a crow
Hands in eyes, hands in eyes
Feels like going on a mission

7. SHALLOW
The gift of heaven isn’t all it’s meant to be
Oh way up high the golden parrot talks to me
The wizard measures every star inside the sky
Oh way up high a constellation passes by
A lonely singer now my voice will never please
A woeful cry upon the out of tune disease
The end of summer and the dragonflies have gone
Away away into the land of silent song
The risk of isolation feeds me in the hour
Away away I see you walk the other road
A slightly different light approaches from afar
Oh why oh why it never reaches me I know
The evening meadows fresh with buzzing from the grass
Away away away the sound is in my ear
The moon is falling now the times of dark are near
Away away into the land of empty dreams

8. SOLITARY
Feasts for everyone who’s hungry
Why don’t you save it
Vile indecisions there and
Why don’t you save it
My own fears and sabers there and
Why can’t you see it
I don’t make decisions happen
Why don’t you save it
In spite of me
All in time
She fights alone
Why all alone
I alone will fall in the steps of gracious
I alone will follow in the steps of heaven
I alone will see the manna of the purpose
I alone will feel sin feel sin
Pain of living in this room now
Why have you saved it
Representing all that’s bitter
Why don’t you lose it
Feel the heat of constant fever
Why don’t you take it
Fasting from a different ego
Why don’t you save it
In spite of me
All in time
She fights alone
Why all alone
I alone will fall in the steps of gracious
I alone will follow in the steps of heaven
I alone will see the manna of the purpose
I alone will feel sin feel sin

9. SWIMMER
I know you say all in policy of greatness
You can see them coming to the razors
All of mayhem seeing all the fingers
Pointed at them showing me the roses
Down to earth and cavemen see us strolling
Same as tame as we see eye to eye
Systemic appreciation
Systemic ingratiation
Systemic depreciation
Systemic aggrandization
Tortured final empty that’s the reason I know
Sailing hollow fit inside a cavern
Shackled battered from a darker image
You see moving tasting all the blood there
Running tripping never moving inches
Dreaming screaming without sound at all
Systemic appreciation
Systemic ingratiation
Systemic depreciation
Systemic aggrandization

10. THORN
Shake shake shake the golden girl her foot upon a ladder
Take no pleasure holding soon her head upon a platter
Fooling round with a hole in time you coming with a tether
Shake shake shake your fist in the air anticipate it never
Face my simple anger there reflections in a camera
Don’t feel sting from every blow just leave it in the hanger
Tie the rest of every notion save it for the camera
Best of all there is no reason cinch it in a manner
Shake shake shake the golden girl her foot upon a ladder
Take no pleasure holding soon her head upon a platter
Fooling round with a hole in time you coming with a tether
Shake shake shake your fist in the air anticipate it never

11. TRICK
Trick on me I find it unhappy
Trick on me I find it ok

12. VISIONS
In a house with the alimony of a stranger
Pecking order of an old wall in a cold scene
Falling from the ceiling is a rogue inside this measure
Opening the door is a shadow of the time it seems
Closing in with a swinging down in a hammer time
Shocking all with a mystery of his daytime
Reservations of a hole in one it seems
Striking out with the hollow arms in a desperate way
Oh it is going in a tumble it
You say that no one cares
Choosing a simple lie, know of it
All in the cold of despair
All in the cold of despair
Take a mind fuck
Shed the red lie
In a red room
With a pig’s eye
There’s a snarl known
With a hound tooth
Shake a ball up
Rise a brand new
Hidden house with it’s floors corrupt by fevers
Flowers on the wall are peeling fast as lizards
Windows thick with a grime of dust and memories
Weeds grown up through the cracks of splitting baseboards
Sound of feet as they walk in empty kitchen
Sound of wind as it carries through the roof
Sound of laughter left this place in anger
Sound of sorrow leaves this place to earth
Oh it is going in a tumble it
You say that no one cares
Choosing a simple lie, know of it
All in the cold of despair
All in the cold of despair
Take a mind fuck
Shed the red lie
In a red room
With a pig’s eye
There’s a snarl known
With a hound tooth
Shake a ball up
Rise a brand new

13. WRAPPED
This story you missed me
I whisper you win some
Chase solace our master
All kinds of blue hours
All in there all tangled
It’s calling the strangle
Ship Shiva all mystery
Of hanging convention
I dreaming
Fall down dreaming
Fall in a cave
Fall in a tunnel
Fall in
Is it dark in there all slippery with danger
Crawling creatures reach their hands upon me later
Twisted universe of plunging down the hole of desperate
Never ending I won’t hit the bottom of the center of the earth
Decisions all listen
All come to procedures
They catch you inviting
The simple diseases
Incandescent unbridled
The sturgeon is lighted
Is it dark in there all slippery with danger
Crawling creatures reach their hands upon me later
Twisted universe of plunging down the hole of desperate

14. WURSTER
Shape your eye into a fish
Rapture known a better land
I don’t know what heaven brings
Laughing stark demon tries
Pick your poison from the mirror
I don’t see the camouflage
Celebrate yellow tears
Running down through the face
I can’t wait for silver things
Sticky sweet from your pores
Microdot melted hands
I can’t feel the fingers more
I feel the visions
Hallucinations

15. BROKEN

